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For information about geocaches and local
stories connected to these walks, please
visit http://www.temevalleysouth.org.uk

Please observe the Countryside Code

Please respect livestock and growing crops.

Disclaimer
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time of printing. However, Our Stories in Living History & Teme Valley South
Churches cannot be held responsible for any error, omission or subsequent
changes.
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LENGTH: 1.9 miles 3. The gate and stile are
above a waterfall into
the dingle. 

Take the footpath sign on
your left and work your way
round the fields (keeping the
hedge on your left)  to reach
the top of the incline. 

TEME VALLEY SOUTH
OUR STORIES IN LIVING HISTORY:Hanley William: Farmland,

dingle and waterfall.

4. The path leads to a
stile onto the drive to
Hanley Court.  

Turn right and follow the
drive to the Lodge where you
turn left on the road and
back to Hanley William
Church.

1. Leave the churchyard by
the back metal gates.  

Turn left and go thought the farm
gate. Continue ahead to the stile
to the left of the barns. Continue
over a further stile to Hanley
Court. 

2. Bear right to follow the
bridleway, which is
signposted. 

After passing the Court, take the
stile on the left not take the metal
gate in front of you. Bear left to
go into the next field and follow
the line of the fence down to the
edge of the wood.  On reaching
the wood, turn left (don’t take the
gate into the wood that faces
you) and continue to a gate and
stile.
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